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Ahab’s NFL post season predictions
Place Kicking.................
Punting.........................
Special Teams............... *
Defensive Line...............
Line Backers.................
Secondary.....................
Outcome: Chicago 24 L.A. 10, MVP Mike 
Singletery

In these situations the 
Bears should be able to put a great amount of 
pressure on Dieter Brock, and hopefully force 
him to throw when he does not want to. The 
Bears should be careful not to miss coverage 
on defence for the Rams can score instantly 
with the deep threats Ron Brown and Henry 
Ellard.

AFC Championship
Miami New England

Running Backs.................................. *
Wide Receivers................................ *
Quarter Back.................................... *
Offensive Line..................................
Place Kicking.................................... *
Punting.............................................. *
Special Teams..................................
Defensive Line..................................
Line Backers ............ ........................
Secondary ........................................

When the Pats have the ball they will run it down the 
Dolphins’ throat. They have a massive offensive line, which 
includes two all-pros. In order to keep the Dolphins honest 
though, New England must throw occasionally to their bun
nies, Irving Fryer and Stanley Morgan.

When Miami has the ball they will try, to no ones sur
prise, to throw it. While mixing in the occasional Tony 
Nathan run. If New England is going to be successful Sun
day, cornerbacks Ray Clayborn and Andre Tippet will 
have to play exceptionaly well when they are covering Mark 
Duper and Mark Clayton, each of who are fleet of foot.

Also the Pats special teams should be good for about 3 to 7 
points and that should make the difference.

Outcome: Miami 27 New England 31, MVP Craig James.

The Bears will have their quarterback Jim McMahon 
throwing quick short passes to Walter Payton and tight end 
Emery Moorehead early in the game. By doing this it will 
make their ground attack more effective against the Rams, 
who play the run next to perfection. Also by throwing short, 
McMahon will avoid throwing into a secondary full of pro
bowl performers.

On defence the Bears must first shut down Eric Dickerson 
on 1st and 2nd downs to force L.A. into 3rd and long.

Sports Editors Prediction 
Ahab’s excessive years in the desert sun has 

regrettably tanned his brain.
Miami 35—Patriots 28

NFC Championship
L.A. Rams Chicago

Running Backs 
"Wide Receivers 

Quarter Back. 
Offensive

the Bears will go on to trounce L.A. 28-10_
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DAVID G. HARDING
Contact Lens Practitioner

Dedicated to the highest professional 
standards of Contact Lens Practice.

■ Eye examinations promptly arranged
■ Information ir Consultation
■ Personal ft Complete Service.

-, M°ADAM OPTICA
454-2131 KINGS PLACE

"Where we never forget how important you are!
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JsM LITTLE ROCK-r />
X -Celebrations all week 

-Wednesday is Student Nite 
-Free taxi from UNB or STU to the Little Rock

(min. 4 persons per taxi)
-Super Happy Hour all nite long

-Live D.J.
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Come on up and see the New Little Rock
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